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ACOUSTIC ARTWORK Partitions
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800, 1200

800, 1200

2000, 2400

2000, 2400

2000, 2400

Choose your favourite partition design and colours
and set up unique office spaces which will be both
visually and acoustically pleasing for your employees.
The partitions come in a variety of patterns featuring
circles, hexagons, grids, and a variety of wavy patterns.
If you cannot find a visual solution that you are looking
for, we can produce partitions with custom patterns.

2000, 2400

Wide array of
patterns and colours

2000, 2400

Our partitions will serve as an excellent tool for
managing the flows of office employees and visitors
by directing or limiting their movement. ACOUSTIC
ARTWORK partitions offer an easy way to separate
workplaces from passages with a more intense traffic
of people which is also accompanied by a higher
level of distracting noise. Excellent sound absorption
properties will really come in handy in this case.

2000, 2400

A tool for managing
flows of people

800, 1200
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ACOUSTIC
ARTWORK
Tiles

Walls that speak for
themselves
Office walls can become a canvas for art pieces.
Acoustic panels which come in five different
shapes and a selection of sizes will unleash your
creative side. ACOUSTIC ARTWORK Tiles will add
a lively touch to your office walls and will help you
shape the image of your company.
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Wide range of
applications

Our acoustic panels are ideally suited as decorative
elements for a variety of different office spaces: the
walls of work areas and lounge zones or corridors and
niches which serve as oases of peace and quiet for
relaxing or performing tasks that require some level of
concentration.

400

Acoustically friendly
environment

Just like other ACOUSTIC ARTWORK products, “tile”
type panels absorb some ambient sounds, noticeably
reduce reverberation and add a sense of acoustic
comfort to your space.

400

ACOUSTIC
ARTWORK
Clouds

Acoustics
from above

The ACOUSTIC ARTWORK Clouds are sure to attract
attention thanks to their shape. Choose your desired
colour and this acoustic product will serve as a unique
interior design element for your office..

300

A unique
interior detail

ACOUSTIC ARTWORK Clouds are a ceiling solution
that improves office acoustics. Just like a shadow,
this acoustic cloud is always here to efficiently absorb
ambient sounds. With the help of these acoustic
elements, you will be able create an acoustically
comfortable environment for both work and relaxation.

420
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827

ACOUSTIC ARTWORK Clouds

1202

ACOUSTIC ARTWORK Clouds

ACOUSTIC
DESK
SCREENS

ROUND PET

ACOUSTIC
DESK
SCREENS

SCREEN PATTERN TYPES

SCREEN TYPES
For sliding desktops

A sustainable solution
for acoustic comfort
and privacy

680, 780, 1180, 1380, 1420, 1580,
1620, 1780

400, 600

330, 530
680, 780, 1420, 1620

(330, 530) *

Mobile

365, 565
(330, 530) *

For fixed desktops

1180, 1380, 1580
* - screen height above the desktop

Rounded
design sequel

ROUND PET acoustic desk screens are an excellent
solution to ensure a greater level of privacy and
acoustic comfort for employees, while at the same
time giving them sufficient freedom to share their
ideas with other team members. The product
encourages circular economy as it is made from
recycled materials and it is also suitable for recycling.

ROUND PET acoustic screens are a
part of ROUND desk system. Therefore,
they share the rounded shapes as
the main design element.

530 mm

screen height above the desktop.

330 mm

screen height above the desktop.

ROUND PET

PET felt
features
This sustainable material possesses
excellent sound absorption properties.
PET felt is soft and light, yet strong
and durable material is ideal for desk
screens. Due to the structure PET felt
can be easily cleaned and disinfected.

ROUND PET

